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Nery strength calculation, including those G13

1

ra,irpla-nes,

must

into

that

only

meet

be preceded by a determination of the forces” to be taken

account. In the following discussion, it will be assumed

the magnitudes of these forces are known and that it is

a question of how, on the basis of these lknown forces, to

the prescribed conditions on th~one hand and the prac-

tical requirements on the other.

~llowablc stresses in ordinary airplanes.-

originally determined only by experiment and it

These were

was the service

of Bach to hrin~ mdcr cnd harmony out of the Srcat mss of dis-

connected dr.taand establish the ratio of 3 : 2 : 1 for the

allowr.bl.cstresses of const;,nt, incrcnsing and altcr~~.ting

loads , There it bccamc custommy to associntc the allowable

stress r:iththe breaking strength and to adopt, for a static

load, a safety factor of 4 to 5. It is now customary to use

the data thus obtained, VJilC)l’C no special restrictions are

placed on the constructor, either with respect to wei~ht, chcmge

of silr.pe,price, etc. Br.ch~sprcfacc to the first edition of

his book on the mechanical principles plainly indicates, how-

* From ‘“crichtc und Abhnndlungcn dcr Wisser.schaftlichen Gcsell-$
scb~aftfur Luftfv,hrt,” July, 1925, pp. 48-52.
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ever, that he never thought of establishing definitely fixcd

coefficients for a~l cases, but preferred instead to leave a

free hand to the judgment of the constructor..

According to the above ratio, a safety factOr of 4 to 5

for a static load indicates the need of a 6 to 7.5 safety fac-

tor for an increasing load and a 12 to 15 safety factor for a

fluctuating load. As ahready mentioned, these large safety

factors were originally based on experimental results. In or-

der to judse of their necessity, it would be important to know,

in each i-nstance,On what basis they were calculated. It would
.

also be necessary to know how uniform was the strength of the

building material which served as their basis, since it is ob-

vious that any building material, t’neproperties of which

fluctuate greatly in different

~afety factors than a building

The accuracy of production and

samples, calls for greater

material of Crest uniformity.

assembling and the precautions

against eve-ritualwear and possible excessive static or dynamic

stressing also have much to do with the magnitude of th-esafety

factor to be chosen.

As regards metal building materials, it may be assumed

that both their quality and accuracy of production have, in

.generaljimproved. itiorcover,the methods of calculation have

alsc been refined and increasing attention has been accorded

the dynamic processes. Originally every strength calculation

was purely static and only in the course of time, probably be-
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ginning with the inertia forces of the crank mechanism, did

dynaillicaction receive any attention. The necessary result-.–

was that the actual forces acting on any structural member were

found to bc greater than those obtained by static calculation.

A correspondingly high srfety factor had to be employed to

offset the difference bctwccn the basis of the computation and

actuality. This holds especially true for increasing and

fluctuatin~ stresses, since both cases of loxling arc hardly

conccivc.blewithout accompcnyin,g effect of ir.ertia.

The question arises as to ‘ncvfar the cafct-yfactor c~;n

be reduced, on the assumptio-n of ~Ln absolutely uniform build–

ing ‘material-and the ful.fillmcnt of all other requirements

re~~rding accurate ca~culatiolla-ridproduction. With such a

basis, wc could then make aiiditiol~se.ccordi-ngto the pr.rticul~,r
.

case xnd thus increase the safety factor as required.

This may be illustrated by an cxmplc. The .allo’mblc

static tensile stress for wrought iron is calculat cd at 9G0 kg/

cma (12800 l-b./sq.in.). We can assume a mean tcn~ile strength

of about 3300 kg,\c& (46337 lb./sq.in.) for this wrought iron,

with 5% variation above and below, so that the minimum strength

is accordii~g].y3150 kq/cLF (44803 lb./sq. in.). If WC aSSU~lC

that the yield point for this wrought iren is located at 552

of the breaking strength, then the yield point will be reached

at 1750 kg/cr.12. In general, the working stress m~st be kept

considerably below the yield point, if the structural pn.rt is
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to perform its task, because,

.-.> appreciable elongation of the

out producing disturbances of

NC).341 4

in only a very few cases, is a-ny

structural member p-ossible with-

some kind. The 900 kg/cm2

(12800 lb./sq. in.) allowable stress denotes, with respect to

the 1750 kg/cm2 (24890 lb,/sq. in.) limit, a safety fzctor of

1.9. We would hardly wish to go below a safety factor of 1.5,

so that a,stress of 900 !cS/cm~ (12800 l’b./sq. in.) is not so

much below the lowest allowable stress as people generally

think.

Now the greatest allowable stress for the same material is

600 kg/cmz (8534 lb./sq.in.) with increasing load and 300 kg/cmz

(4267 lb./sq. in.) with fluctuating load. These give, with ref-

erence to the yield point, res~ective safety factors of 2.5

and 5. These figures are cert?inly ample and allow for addi–

tional &{narflicstresses. It i~ often said that such a s?.fety

factor is nece~sary, in consideration of the fatigue of the

material, especially with a fluctuating load, but we may refer

in this connection, to the customary stressing of springs,

which are sub-jetted to just such fluctuations and for which,

with respect to the static load, we are accustomed to reckon,

for railway cars, on 4500-6500 kg/cmz (64000-92450 lb./sq.in.)

for a breaking strength of 15000 kg/cm~ (21335.0lb./sq.in.).
.

These fitigurescorrespond, with reference to the breaking

strength, to safety factors of 2.3 – 3.3. In the case of the

springs, we can refrain from any reference to the yield point,

—... ..—
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sincs tem.percdspring stccl dots not have such a,point. It is

difficult to say just how great the workinz stm?sses cme, but

the-ymay mnount to 1.2 - 1.5 times the static load, according

to conditions. This mer.nsthat the fluctuating stresses would

be 5400-6800 (instecd.of 4500’(64000))kg/cm2 (76806-96718 lb./

sq.in.) und 7800-9800 (iilstcadof 6500(92450)) kg/cm2 (110942-

139388 lh./sq.in.). The safety factor, with respect to the

working stress, would fall to 108 – 105 Or 1.9 - 1..5(on,an

average 1.6), while the usual stipulat ion vould require 6 - 7.5

and pocsibly 12–15. Thereby such springs mpet the Cnd-uroilce

requircmcnts. Though sp~~ings do occasionally break, it would

bc difficult to say vhcther the breaks, in the majority of

C?.scs, arc due to over-stressing or to secondary stresses aris–

ing from torsion. For the sprinqs cf motor cars we calcul:>.-be,

accordir.p to the conditions, with stresses of the sprinrs,

with respect to the static load, of 3000 to 5000 kG/ciila

f427Q0-71117 lb,/sq.in.), with a deflection of 50–150 Elm\

(1.97 to 5.91 in.) for the static load. It is customary to mznke

a further 2.11OVJZX1CCof 50-150 mn (1.9’7

stresses, v’nich would bc equivalcnt to

(85340-142233 lb./sq.in.), if the same

tvecn deflection and load. The sc.fety

tO 5.91 iii. ) fOr dy;xuzic

6000-10050 kg/C1’.12,

rati~ shoul~.hold bc-

factors a,ccGrdingly cor-

reskond throughout to the sp+mcratios as for rail-lay cnrs.

From tho abovc JVC may coneludc

1. Thot VCTY lar,ge safsty factors are cr.ploycd in ordinary
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mech~ilical coiqstructi~n, but thiatthe force

som.etiues ccm-pelsthe use of smaller safety

6

of circumstances

factorS, vhieh

nay, i-nindividual instanceG, L>ntaililodisadva-ntage.

2. Tint mm. ifcstly a,uisti-netio-nrlmst‘Demade ‘oeivcen.

nc.teri~.1swhich have a yield POint or und-ergo very great per-

mane-ntclo-ngations, increasing with the load, and materia,ls

With ‘,:h.ichsuch is -notthe case.

3. That for mat e~ials with pronounced yield point {~ the

latter are in Most cases important and decisive for the choice

of the safety factor and that, wilenthe customary safety f2.c–

tor is a,ppliedto the yield point, it Caniqot be regarded as

excessive.

4. Th~.tthe uniformity of the build ins material is of d-e-

cisive i“mpoztance.

Allowable stress~s in ai~lanes. - In airplane construc-.——

tion, rhere all unr.ecessary weiaht must be avoided, we are al-

ways compelled to employ small safety factors. The building

specifications, which soon became custo~’~ry, relieved the con-

structor o-fa large share of ~esponsibility. There is a ques-

tion as to the exped-iencyof this method, but anyway it is

v cry conve-nient for the constructor. We will not discuss

these building specifications, but only state what follows

from them and what considerations devolve upon the constructor

as regards the practical requirements, choice of building mat cr–

ials and safety factors.

.—.- ....-- ,- ,. ...... ... .. .,-,—.-,..... .. .. .... —.
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The building specifications stipulate definite b~eaking

,- st~eng~hs Of the airplane fra~ework for certain cases Of loading.

The simplest way to meet t’heserequirements, as regards the
.

mental labor, is to make a breaking test, probably preceded bY

a more or less rough estimate. This experimental method, how-

ever, can hardly give the best results, unless carried out in-

telligently and greatly extended, since it lies iiltb.emiture b

of the case that this method only determines what portions of

the structure are too weak and not what are too strong. l’ihc?n

a premature break occurs, it shows only what part must be “

strcngthe-ncd, thereby increasing the weight of the structure.
●

In many instances, moreover, it cannot be told where the break

ori~inatcs because it often happens that ot-hcrr,embers give way

i-nextrc~(iclyrapid succcs,sion,followin3 the perhaps unnoted

failure of one member. It is thcrefGre advisable, under all

circumstr;nces, not to bc satisfied with the “breaking test alone,

but to precede it with the most thorough calculation possible=

In this case the question of the sbfety factors again becomes

important.

In connection with the above-ncntioncd Scneral principles,.

the nature of the building material c,ustalso be considered.

For the supporting parts of airplanes the chief materials are:

wood , i-nits natural condition and as plywood; hard steel

(piano wire), steel tubing; mild.steel, in the form of plates

and welded picccs; light metals, such as duralumin and aluminum
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in combination with steel;

IIsilumin,11etc.

For wood and plywood,

oned with, but for wood in

in the future perhaps “elektron,’!

there is no

its natural

elastic limit to be reck-

condition there is a

considerable lack of uniformity in strength, which is mostly

eliminated in plywood. The lack of any yield point renders it

possible, in the case of wood, aside from the allowance for

its lack of uniformity, to reckon with very small safety fac-

tors. The same is true for hard steel, whereby care must he

taken to insert turnbuckles or other tightening devices in ca-

bles and wires for restoring the original length in case of

stretching. The parts made from soft steel usually elon~ate

so little, that the permanent set when the yield point is cx–

ceeded, although percent ilel.ygreater, has no important effect

on the shape of the whole structure. Moreover, in such cases,

readjustments arc usually possible by means of tight cning de-

vices. A hi~her safety factor is often adopted for such parts,

especially as an extra precaution in the case of welds. Never-

theless, it has been fGund in many instances that the stressing

of such individual parts in use has exceeded the yield point,

which, of course, should be avoided.

In flattening out the course of an airplane after diving

or while banking in curving flight, three.times the static

load is often exceeded. Thereby, in accordance with the builii-

ing specifications, a breaking strength, corresponding to five
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times the static load, is employed as the basis of the calcula-

t ionh Inasmuch ac the yield point lies at 60~ of the breaking-.

strength, the former is therefore reached at a threefold lood

and exceeded at any load beyond that.

It is, however, not dangerous in itself if, as the reEult

of exceeding the yield point, an appreciable elongation of a

structural member occurs, as long as it does not affect the

shape of the whole supporting structure in such a way as to i-n-

terfere with its proper functioning. The situation is such

that as a result of stretching the member, the yield poi-ntof

the material at thislocation is raised, so that, if an equal

stress occurs a second time, no further permanent elo-ngatio-n

results.

“ As regards metal airplanes, the problems are more compli-

cated antidifficult. This is so because in contrast with wood,

there is a far greater range in the choice of building materi-

als. If, for instance, duralumin is selected, thc~e is the

choice betivcen several different kinds, differing from one an-

other in breaking strength, yield point and elongation. The

relations are such that the elongation at rupture generally de-

creases with increasing breaking stre-ngth.

The constructor cares most for a sufficient breaking

strength and elongation. For duralumin we have;
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Ereaking Coeffic-
strength ient of Yield point

e~on ‘ation--- -. *
681 B 1/3 3800- 4100 kg/Cl112 18-21

.I’,~obt 2650 kg/cm2
54049-58316 lb./sq.in 37692 lb./sq. in.

681 B 380 C- 4200 kg/ cm2 18-20
2750 kg/ Cllf12

54049-59738 lb. /sq. in. 39114 lb./sq. in.

681 B 1/2 4100- 4400 kg/crfla
58316-62583 l-D./sq. in.

13–16
3150 kz/cmz

44803 lb../sq.in.

681 B strongly - 6000 kE/cmz 3 About 5000- 6000 kg@
stretched 85340 lb./sq. in. 71117-85340 lb./

so-.Ine
r

From the standpoint of strength, the harder kinds, with a

smaller elon~ation, would be preferable and, with correspondins

homogeneity, a considerable saving in VJeight and material would

be possible. .kn equal-or Great er advantage could, ho~-~evCT,

probably be obtained by taking the yield point as the basis in–

stead of the breaking strength. In the first case, the break-

ing st~~n~’~hs are in th~ ra’tioof 2 : 3. In the second case,

the yield points are in the ratio of 1 : 2. If we assume, on

the basis of the’breaking strength and the maximum working load

(taking into consideration the presumable dynamic load of three

times the stat ic load), a safety factor of 1.6, which would cor-

respond to a br caking load of about 5, we obtain:

.

B —
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Stress
--

681 B 1/3 2500 kg/cma
35558 lb./sq. in.

681 B 2500 kg/cm~
35558 lb./sq.in.

681 B 1/2 2650 kg/cmz
37692 lb./sq. in.

681 B strongly stretched 3750 kg/cm2
53337 lb./sq.in.

Yield point

2650 kg/cmz
37692 lb./sq.in.

2750 kg/cmz
39114 lb./sq. in.

3150 kg/cm2
44803 lb./sq.in.

About 5000 kg/cmz
‘ 71117 lb./sq.in.

It is obvious that, in using 681 B and 681 B 1/3, the stress

to be anticipated in operation is very near the yield point , -

while in using 681 B 1/2, this strccs is considerably below the

yield point, alt’bough this stress is ~reater than in the first

case. If the maximum dynamic load were 3.5 (instead of 3) times

the static load, which is entirel’ypossible for swift airplanes,

then we would have, with a five-fold breaking load, a safety

factor of only 1.4, instead of 1.6, with the following results:

Stress

681 E 1/3 2850 kg,/cmz
40536 lb./sq.in.

681 B 2850 kg~’cmz
40535 lb./sq.in.

681.B 1/2 3000 kg/cmz
42570 lb./sq. in.

681 B stroagly stretched 4300 k~cnlz
61160 lb./sq.in.

Yield point

2650 kg/crnz
37692 lb./sq.in.

2750 kg/cm=
39114 lb./sq.in.

3150 kg/cmz
44803 lb./sq.in.

A-Dout 5000 kg/cm2
71117 lb./sq.in.

-, , ,. ,. - ,, ,—-—, --.,.,. . ....
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Here the yield point in the first two cases would b e excceded,

.> although the breaking strength would meet the building specifi-

cations and no objection could be made from the standpoint of

danger of breaking, to the safety factor of 1.4, the homogeneity

of the material being assumed. Theeharder materials naturally

have an advantage over the softer. One may thereforebe tempted

to recommend the harder kinds, even though they have very small

elongation.

Value of the elongation. Why then does the constructor

prefer the materials having a greater coefficient of elongation

and renounce the advantages of greater strength?

In the first place.,because, corresponding to wlmt has al-

ready been accomplished, there is, up to a certain point,

greater safety in the smaller strength with a greater coeffici-

ent of elongation, since the yield.point itself goes higher

after it has been exceeded. The exceeding of the yield point,

however, is possible only with.a corresponding loss of energy

(in the work done during elongation and in changing the sha,pe).

If, therefore, excessive stressing occurs as the result of the

effects of inertia, there is the possibility that the energy

of inertia, causing the excessive stressing, will be consumed

by the work of changing the shape, so that the stress will not

increase beyond the breaking point, as might be the ca~e~

should no great elongation occur. Such an effect can probably

be produced only by unusual landing shocks, but not in actual
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fli~ilt. This reasoning, which can be justified in many in-

stances in general mechanical construction, hardly holds good.>

for an airplane wing.

Another rea,sonis that the

creases with the elongation. A

workability of the “materialcle-

structural material of only 3~0

elon~ation cannot be changed much by bending, crimping or

stamping, without rupturing. Up to a certain point, this can

be offset by suitable shaping and by methods not always easily

determined, as, for example, drilling holes instead of punch-

ing them, It nevertheless remains true that the employment

of stronger matcria,l

possible.

A third reason,

with a smaller elongation is not always

especially in tf~efabrication of slender

parts iilvolvingthe use of thin metal plates, may be seen in

the fact that the sensitiveness of a material to local acci-

dental stresses is inversely proportional to the elongation.

A further ~eason, which, however, is not important in air-

plane construction, is that the greater the elongation of the
a

material the less its sensitiveness to temperature stresses.

All in all, we can therefore conclude that, in so far as

workability considerations are ~.otdecisive, the greater

strength ~Lue to high yield pOints is more impOrtant fOr a ma-

terial than the elongation.

In -thisconnection, it must also be remembered, w’henma-

terial with a ~eater elongation is preferred on account of its

workability that, when the working is accomplished by exhaust-
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ing the elongation, the finished piece then consists of a mater-

ial having a small.er elongation. There is then all the less
!.>,-.

reason for constructing other parts, to which like considcra,-
.

tions do not apply, from mate~ials having greater elongation.

As regards the tendency to fatigue, the conditions are

gener~Llly such that hard materials

than soft materials, because there

the yield point of the former than

possess it to a less degcee

is less danger of exceeding

of the latter,

In this connection, especial attention is called to the

following. In most cases, ‘notall the structural members are

stressed the same, nor have the same yield point. In other

words, v:henan airplane has to support a certain load, the

yield point is not reached at the same instant in all the mem-

bers. This may produce unpleasant results, according to the

degree of interdependence of the individual members. If the

yield point is exceeded in one member, so that it is permanent-

ly distorted and tends to maintain its position, then the ad-

joining member, which has not been permanently deformed, tends

by its elasticity to restore the original shape. As to Whetllcr

and how far this tendency is successful depends on the condi-

tions. If it succeeds, then very troublesome conditions are

produced, since the overstressed mer,ber is again distorted in

the opposite direction and a disastrous fatitiae of the material

is soon produced. This also holds true, in a somewhat modified

form, for building matezials which have no yield point in the
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nnrrowcr sense, but under go, in some other way, increasing pcr-

“rmhncntel”on~,tion with increasing load.

In these cases, the fact that tnc exceeding of the yield

point raises the latter for succeeding loads, probably does

not improve the situation. At any rate, I know of no experi-

ments on such cases. The structural member is brought back to

its original positio-n,which is possible oillyby again dis-

turbing the structure of the material and it is a question

whether, in the repetition of the process after remedying the

ciistortion, the yield point will correspond to the load first

attained. Under all circumstances, the occurrence of such

loads and deformations should be avoided.

Conclusions.- After all, it appears opportune, at least

for metal airplanes, to take into account not simply the ‘oreak-

ing strength of the structure, in the sense of the building

specifications, but also the distortion and the effect of the

yield point. At the present time, there is lacking in this re-

spect, CVCI?Ydatail rebnrding both the safety factor with re-

lation to the maximum working stress and with relation to the

yield point. It seems at least necessary to require, in build-

ing specifications, in addition to the breaking strength, a,

statement of the maximum permanent distortion under the influ-

ence of a stipulated load. It might also be advisable to prc–

cede the breaking tmsh ‘:.’itha rc-pcatcd loading and unloading

with a stipule.tcdmultiple load (of about 3.5-fold). The prcp-
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t-.

aration of the suggested specifications might well be left to

the co.mittce on constructive problems in our association.

In recent times the number of light metals has,bcen great-

ly increased. It would be opportune to investigate their

adaptability to airplane construction in connection with the

above suggestions. The published data on their characteristics

are incomplete. It would, in any case, be desirable for-our

association to undertake their investigation by having a com-

mittee rork out some plan for having these investigations

made in one or more laboratories, with special regard ,to the

requirements of airplane construction. The means for these

investigations could be provided from the ~mergency funds of

the German scieiltific societies.

For the strength calculations of an airplane, we could

start with the anticipated stresses with respect to speed,

ba,nkiilgability and pressure distribution on the wings. This

load multiple WOUIC1 lie at 2.5 for slower airplanes ancl3.5

for faster ones, without exceeding the maximum limit by in-

creasing the flight cilaracteristics‘oeyond what is now custom-

ary.

Attention should then be given to the selection of the

building materials, with special regard to their homogeneity

and the determination of their yield points. Their allowable

stressing should then be so chosen, with regard to t-hede:~rce

of uniformity that, at a 2.5 to 3.5-fold load, the stress
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would still lie below the yield point. It should be borne in

mind, however, that the increases in stress are not proportion-

al to the loads in all cases, but soimtimes at a higher rate.

The elon~tion, to bc assumed as desirable, depends on the pre-

liminary processes of riveting, bending, crimping, etc. It is

doubtful, ‘however, whether a minimum coefficient of elongation

should be prescribed, as in other building specifications

(e.g., boiler construction). There seem to be more reasons

against than for such a course.

Not all building ‘materials have a yield.point. The elaS-

tic limit would then have to be substituted in i“~splace. This

is always an arbitrarily fixed quantity, concerning which an

agreement is necessary. The question is at what percentage of

permanent set it shall be placed. The stresses should remain

below the limit of elasticity, as previously below the yield

point.

It would not be desirable to make, on the basis of such

considerations, strict building and calculating stipulations,

which might lull to sleep the sense of responsibility and ob-

struct progress. Only guiding principles should be stated,

in accordance with which the strength characteristics of new

building materials should be investigated with regard to their

suitability for airplane construction,

It would be necessary to investigate another property of

building materials, which is important for all light construc–



...

tion and especially

of the materials in

Such an obstruction

known cause is t hat

the notch exercises

for airplane building. This is the strength

obstructed contraction and elongation.

may be WC to various causes. The best

of notching, where the material adjoining

a stiffening effect and obstructs the con-

traction of the cross-section, which must go hand in hand with

the elongation, Such an obstruction can also occur when, at

any point, forces ac~ in different directions, as is conceiva-

ble at least at junction points.

m...
1 1!.12 is required for the dcvelopincnt of every contraction

and elongation. If the effect of the force follows so quickly

as to al.1.owno time for the elongation (landing s-neck,jolts,

etc.), a condition must arise which is similar to that produced

by notchin~;.

It depCndS entirely on the properties of the bui].ding L~-

terial: on the one hand, its cohesion; and on the otilcrhand,

the prevention, connected with the flow, of the breaking along

crystal surfaces, whether an obstructed co-ntraction increases

or dimi-nishcs the strength. Hence, under certain conditions,

we find little’notch tenacity with great ~trength and

elongation.

The strength characteristics of the new building

good

mate~is.ls

should be dctermin.ed under such conditions. Such invcstiga–

tions are all the more desirable, since the notch tenacity,

which, as already me-ntioncd, depends on similar processes, has
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so far as known, extremely low values for all light metals.

These values, however, differ from one another, between 0.48

(269) and 1.5 (840) while they run as high as 12 m-kg/cm2

(6700 in.-lb./Ai~)foror soft steel. .

Inasmuch as we do not have reliable data, we zmst adopt

higher safety factors in cases where we have to do with stresses

like those-described above.

In conclusion, I would again recommend, in the cases aris-

ing in airplane construction, where the calculations are made

with very high stresses and small safety factors, that the safe=,

ty factors be based on the breaking strengths as determined by

tensile tests, and also that the committee on constructive

problems nm.kea thorough investigation of the indicated ques–

tion$.’ “’

Discussion

Prof. Reissner: ltMr.Baumann has called attention to all

the difficulties and the possibilities of their solution now

confronting t’hecalculation of the safety factors of airplanes,

even after the determination of the distribution of the

stresses in all the structural members. The committee on con–

structive problems of our association has already considered

the very problems posed by Mr. Baumann, but has thus far been

unable to agree entirely on their formulation. ‘I hope that

Mr. Baumann will cooperate more than hitherto with our committee,
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so that we may ultimat cly solve these important problem s.”

Enmi-neerWeyl: 11I wish to speak briefly on a point whit-n/m

seems to me to be of very grec.timportance for the further de-

velopment of our av iation.

‘tThis is the question of the strength of our airplanes.

What strength requirements shall the airplane builder take as

the basis of his designs? This problem is yet far from being

solved. We believe, however, that the German building speci-

fications (llBau-und Liefervorschriften, II1918) do not guaran-

tee the requisite degree of strength under all flight condi–

tions for high-powered airplanes of the most modern types.

These modern airplanes are much swifter and have a much higher

speed limit in diving than the 1918 types. Moreover, a transi-

tion to airplane types with cantilever wings of good aspect

ratio is ,qradually taking place.

‘tThisquestion is likewise not settled in other countries.

A compilation of the strength requirements in the different,

countries, by Iperide Leveratto (llRendicontiTecnici,lf April 15,

1924, p. 18) gives the following data:

“The Spad VII single-seat pursuit plane with a 140 ‘HP.

Hispano–Suiza engine, a well-known French combat plane from the

year 1917, has for the case of ‘flattening out!!(German ‘IA!!.

case) an actual strength of 7.9 times the load. According to

the German ltBau-und Liefervorschriften,tl this airplane (a sin–

gle-struttem with intermediate struts) had to have, in the

●
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breaking test, a load multiple of only 6.5; according to the

Unite& States specifications, 3.5; according to the French

specifications, 6.7; according to the Italian specifications,

10,3.

‘lSOUsee how widely t-hestrength requirements differ in

the different countries for this relatively weak and not very

effi~ient airplane. It is still worse in tilecase of an effic-

ient inodcrn single-seat pursuit plane of 300 lHP. For instance,

the Italian Piaggio single-seat pursuit plane, a low-wing can-

tilever airplane which I will discuss more minutely in my lec–

turc, should.have, at t’hcbreaking point, according to the

1918 S.L.V., a load multiple of 6.5; according to the United

States specifications, 8.5; according to the French spccifi–

catior.s,not less than 14.9; according to the Italian specifi–

cations, 10.5. As a matter of fact, the breaking test with

this airplane showed a strength of 18 times the normal load.

In any case, therefore, this airplane is much too strong,

i.e., i~ch too he~v~y. “ (This airplane has

constructed- on this account. )

llT”n~cas~ is different for very large

stance, tlieCaproni three-engine airplane,

tual wing strength of 6.12 times the load,

recently been re-

airplanes. For in-

type,3, has an ac–

while the French

.

specifications requi’reonly 3.2 for an airplane of this kind,

i.e., less than the 1.918B.L.V.

‘lThcFrench doubtless have the greatest strength require-
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ments for

factor, a

port ional

small airplanes. Tl~eytake, as the basis of t-heload

relationship, according to which the strength is pro-

to the inverse value of the lift and to the third

power of the speed. This seems logical. At any rate, we can

make no further progress by classifying the airplane strength

according to t-neGerman 1918 B.L.V. We will also be obliged

to take flight-r.mechanicalrelationships and drag cocfficieilts

as the basis of the load multiples. As to how high We have

to go ‘:jiththe strength factors of modern airplanes is now the

subject of a thorough theoretical investigation in the Germm

Experim.cntal Institute for Aviation.li

Prof. Schlink like’.viseexpressed his appreciation of Prof.—.

Baumann!s lecture and asserted that it was high time to make

more thorough investigations concerning the safety factors of

materials employed in airplane building. Anyway, they could

not be as small as for other technical stzmctures, since there

are static indcterminatcs in every airplane. Moreover, he

called attention to the need of special care, in strength prob-

lems, to give the different parts of an airplane the same

safety factor.

point and much

With reference

that it varied

soaring-flight

Too little attention is now being given this

research work must bc done in this connection.

to wood as a building mterial, he remarked

greatly in strength and that in this yearls

contest in the Rhoen Mountains, it was found
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that powerful stresses vere produced in wood by the action of

moistur-e,which might cause breaks under favorable conditions.

Translation by Dwight K Minerj
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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